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Figure 1. Our method, RigNeRF, enables full control of head-pose and facial expression of a human portrait using a 3DMM-guided
deformable neural radiance field. With a short portrait video for training, RigNeRF can reanimate the subject with arbitrary (a) head-pose
and (b) facial expressions. It also allows controllable viewpoints of the 3D scene (c). Naturally RigNeRF can be used to transfer facial
animation from a driving video sequence to the 3D portraits faithfully (d).

Abstract

expression controls.

Volumetric neural rendering methods, such as neural radiance fields (NeRFs), have enabled photo-realistic novel
view synthesis. However, in their standard form, NeRFs do
not support the editing of objects, such as a human head,
within a scene. In this work, we propose RigNeRF, a system
that goes beyond just novel view synthesis and enables full
control of head pose and facial expressions learned from a
single portrait video. We model changes in head pose and
facial expressions using a deformation field that is guided
by a 3D morphable face model (3DMM). The 3DMM effectively acts as a prior for RigNeRF that learns to predict
only residuals to the 3DMM deformations and allows us
to render novel (rigid) poses and (non-rigid) expressions
that were not present in the input sequence. Using only a
smartphone-captured short video of a subject for training,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on free view
synthesis of a portrait scene with explicit head pose and

1. Introduction
Photo-realistic editing of human portraits is a longstanding topic in the computer graphics and computer vision
community. It is desirable to be able to control certain attributes of a portrait, such as 3D viewpoint, lighting, head
pose, and even facial expression, after capturing. It also has
great potential in AR/VR applications where a 3D immersive
experience is valuable. However, it is a challenging task:
modeling and rendering a realistic human portrait with complete control over 3D viewpoint, facial expressions, and head
pose in natural scenes remains elusive, despite the longtime
interest and recently increased research.
3D Morphable Face Models (3DMMs) [4] were among
the earliest attempts towards a fully controllable 3D human
* Work
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head model. 3DMMs use a PCA-based linear subspace to
control face shape, facial expressions, and appearance independently. A face model of desired properties can be
rendered in any view using standard graphics-based rendering techniques such as rasterization or ray-tracing. However,
directly rendering 3DMMs [4], which only models face region, is not ideal for photo-realistic applications as its lacks
essential elements of the human head such as hair, skin details, and accessories such as glasses. Therefore, it is better
employed as an intermediate 3D representation [21, 47, 48]
due to its natural disentanglement of face attributes such as
shape, texture, and expression, which makes 3DMMs an appealing representation for gaining control of face synthesis.
On the other hand, recent advances on neural rendering
and novel view synthesis [3, 6, 13, 14, 28, 29, 32, 33, 35, 39, 50,
52,53] have demonstrated impressive image-based rendering
of complex scenes and objects. Despite that, existing works
are unable to simultaneously generate high quality novel
views of a given natural scene and control the objects within
it, including that of the human face and its various attributes.
In this work, we would like to introduce a system to model a
fully controllable portrait scene: with camera view control,
head pose control, as well as facial expression control.
Control of head-pose and facial expressions can be enabled in NeRFs via a deformation module as done in
[35, 36, 39]. However, since those deformations are learnt in
a latent space, they cannot be explicitly controlled. A natural
way add control to head-pose and facial expressions, via deformations, is by parameterizing the deformation field using
the 3DMM head-pose and facial expression space. However,
as shown in Fig 7, such naive implementation of a deformation field leads to artefacts during the reanimation due to the
loss of rigidity and incorrect modelling of facial expressions.
To address these issue, we introduce RigNeRF, a method that
leverages a 3DMM to generate a coarse deformation field
which is then refined by corrective residual predicted by an
MLP to account for the non-rigid dynamics, hair and accessories. Beyond giving us a controllable deformation field,
the 3DMM acts as an inductive bias allowing our network to
generalize to novel head poses and expressions that were not
observed in the input video.
Our model is designed to be trained on a short video
captured using a mobile device. Once trained, RigNeRF
allows for explicit control of head pose, facial expression
and camera viewpoint. Our results capture rich details of the
scene along with details of the human head such as the hair,
beard, teeth and accessories. Videos reanimated using our
method maintain high fidelity to both the driving morphable
model in terms of facial expression and head-pose and the
original captured scene and human head.
In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a neural radiance field capable of full control
of the human head along with simultaneously modelling the

full 3D scene it is in. 2) We experimentally demonstrate
the loss of rigidity when dynamic neural radiance fields
are reanimated. 3) We introduce a deformation prior that
ensures rigidity of the human head during reanimation thus
significantly improves its quality.

2. Related works
RigNeRF is a method for full control of head pose, facial
expressions, and novel view synthesis of 3D portrait scene.
It is closely related to recent work on neural rendering, novel
view synthesis, 3D face modeling, and controllable face
generation.
Neural Scene Representations and Novel View Synthesis.
RigNeRF is related to recent work in neural rendering and
novel view synthesis [3, 6, 13, 14, 25, 28, 29, 31–36, 39, 40, 45,
49–53]. Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) use a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP), F , to learn a volumetric representation of
a scene. For every 3D point and the direction from which the
point is being viewed, F predicts its color and volume density. For any given camera pose, F is first evaluated densely
enough throughout the scene using hierarchical volume sampling [33], then volume rendering is used to render the final
image. F is trained by minimizing the error between the
predicted color of a pixel and its ground truth value. While
NeRFs are able to generate photo-realistic images for novel
view synthesis, it is only designed for a static scene and is
unable to represent scene dynamics. Specifically designed
for dynamic portrait video synthesis, our approach not only
models the dynamics of human faces, but also allows specific
controls on the facial animation.
Dynamic Neural Scene Representations.
Although
NeRF [33] is designed for a static scene, several works have
attempted to extend it to model dynamic objects or scene.
There is a line of work [27, 28, 39, 50] that extend NeRF
to dynamic scenes by providing as input a time component
and along with it imposing temporal constraints either by
using scene flow [28, 50] or by using a canonical frame [39].
Similarly, Nerfies [35] too work with dynamic scenes by
mapping to a canonical frame, however it assumes that the
movement is small. In [36], authors build upon [35] and use
an ambient dimension in order to model topological changes
in the deformation field. The deformation fields in these
approaches are conditioned on learnt latent codes without
specific physical or semantic meaning, and therefore not controllable in an intuitive manner. RigNeRF, similar to [35,36],
models the portrait video by mapping to a canonical frame
but in addition also enables full parameterized control of
head pose and facial expression.
Controllable Face Generation. Recent breakthroughs in
Generative Adversarial Networks(GANs) [15, 17–20, 55]
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have enabled high-quality image generation and manipulation. They also inspired a large collection of work
[2, 7–9, 24, 38, 42, 43, 46, 47] focusing on face image manipulation and editing. However, majority of these work
are intrinsically image-based and lack explicit 3D representation. Therefore it is challenging to enable high-quality
view synthesis and 3D controls of the portraits such as large
pose changes or extreme facial expressions. Another line
of work [1, 10, 22, 23] made use of 3D Morphable Model
as intermediate 3D face representation to reanimate face
images/videos. While being able to model head poses with
great detail, thanks to the disentangled representation in
3DMM, they often unable to perform novel view synthesis as they focus on face region but neglect the geometry
or appearance of the scene. Similarly, NerFACE [13] uses
neural radiance fields to model a 4D face avatar and allows
pose/expression control on the head. However, they assume
a static background and fixed camera, thus cannot perform
view synthesis of the person or the scene. In contrast, our
method RigNeRF provides full control over the head pose
and facial expressions of the person captured in the portrait
video while simultaneously being able to synthesize novel
views of the 3D portrait scene.
Hybrid Representations. The photorealism of volumetric
and implicit representations have encouraged works that
combine them with classical representations in order improve reconstruction [5] or lend control over foreground
[12, 30, 37]. In [30], authors learn a deformation field along
with a texture mapping to reanimate human bodies. Similarly, [37] learns a 3D skinning field to accurately deform
points according to the target pose. Neither [30] nor [37]
model the full 3D scene. In contrast, RigNeRF models the
whole 3D scene with full control of head-pose, facial expressions and viewing directions.

3. RigNeRF
In this section, we describe our method, RigNeRF, that
enables novel view synthesis of 3D portrait scenes and arbitrary control of head pose and facial expressions. A Neural
Radiance Field (NeRF) [33] with a per-point deformation
is used to control the head pose and facial expressions of
the subject. The deformation field deforms the rays of each
frame to a canonical space, defined by a the 3DMM in the
frontal head-pose and neutral expression, where the colors
are sampled. In order to model deformations due to both
head-pose (a rigid deformation) and facial expressions (a
non-rigid deformation) and to correctly deform facial details
such as hair and glasses, the deformation field is defined
as the sum of the 3DMM deformation field and a residual
deformation predicted by a deformation MLP.

3.1. Deformable Neural Radiance Fields
A neural radiance field (NeRF) is defined as a continuous function F: \left (\gammabf _{m}(\mathbf {x}), \gammabf _{n}(\mathbf {d})\right ) \rightarrow (\mathbf {c}(\xbf , \mathbf {d}), \sigma (\xbf )), that,
given the position of a point in the scene \protect \mathbf  {x} and the direction it
is being viewed in, \protect \mathbf  {d}, outputs the color \protect \mathbf  {c} = (r,g,b) and the
density \sigma . F is usually represented as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and \pmb {\gamma }_{m}: \mathbb {R}^{3} \rightarrow \mathbb {R}^{3 + 6m} is the positional encoding [33] defined as \pmb {\gamma }_{m}(\xbf ) = (\xbf ,...,\text {sin}(2^{k}\xbf ),\text {cos}(2^{k}\xbf ),...)
where m is the total number of frequency bands and
.k \in \{0,...,m-1\}
The expected color of the pixel through
which a camera ray passes is calculated via volume rendering. The parameters of F are trained to minimize the L2
distance between the expected color and the ground-truth.
NeRFs, as defined above, are designed for static scenes
and offer no control over the objects within the scene. In
order to model a dynamic scene, NeRFs are extended by
additionally learning a deformation field to map each 3D
point of the scene to a canonical space, where the volumetric
rendering takes place [35, 36, 39]. The deformation field
is also represented by an MLP D_{i}: \xbf \rightarrow \xbfcan  where D_{i}
is defined as D(\xbf , \omega _{i}) = \xbfcan  and \omega _{i} is a per-frame latent
deformation code. In addition to a deformation code, \omega _{i} , a
per-frame appearance code is also used [35, 36, 39], \phi _{i} , thus
the final radiance field for the i-th frame is as follows:
  (\mathbf {c}(\xbf , \mathbf {d}), \sigma (\xbf )) = F\left (\gammabf (D(\mathbf {x},\omega _{i})), \gammabf (\mathbf {d}), \phi _{i}\right ) \label {eq:nerfie_def} 

(1)

In addition to the parameters of F , each \omega _{i} and \phi _{i} are also
optimized through stochastic gradient descent. While the
aforementioned modifications are able generate novel views
[35, 39] of dynamic videos and handle small movement of
objects in the scene [35], the deformations they estimate are
conditioned on learnt deformation codes that can be arbitrary.
Instead, we seek intuitive deformation controls that explicitly
disentangles and controls facial appearance based on camera
viewpoint, head pose and expression.

3.2. A 3DMM-guided deformation field
RigNeRF enables novel view synthesis of dynamic portrait scene and arbitrary control of head pose and facial
expressions. For each frame i, we first extract its head-pose
and expression parameters \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \beta _{i,\text {exp}}, \beta _{i,\text {pose}}\} using DECA [11]
and landmark fitting [16]. Next, we shoot rays through each
pixel, p, of the frame and deform each point on the ray,
\mathbf {x}, to a position in the canonical space, \mathbf {x}_{\text {can}}= (x',y',z'),
where its color is computed. A natural way to parameterize this canonical space, and any deviations from it, is using
3DMMs [4,26]. Thus, RigNeRF’s canonical space is defined
as the one where the head has zero head-pose and a neutral
facial expression.
Unfortunately, a 3DMM is only defined accurately for
a subset of points on the head—3DMM fitting is often not
perfect and they do not model hair, glasses, etc.—and is
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Figure 2. Overview of RigNeRF. RigNeRF is a deformable NeRF architecture that consists of two learnable MLPs: a deformation MLP D
and a color MLP F . Given an image, we shoot rays through each of its pixels. For every ray, we deform each point on it according to a
3DMM-guided deformation field. This deformation field is the sum of the 3DMM deformation field (see Sect 3.2) and the residual predicted
by the deformation MLP, D. Next, the deformed point is given as input to the color MLP, F , which additionally takes as input the pose and
expression parameters \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \beta _{\text {exp}}, \beta _{\text {pose}}\}, the viewing direction \protect \mathbf  {d} and an appearance embedding \phi  to predict the color and density. The final color
of the pixel is calculated via volume rendering.
￼

￼

βpose

undefined for point in the rest of 3D space. Hence, a deformation MLP D_{i}: \xbf \rightarrow \xbfcan  is still necessary to perform the
transformation to the canonical space. However, as detailed
in Sect 4.3, we find that directly predicting the deformation
to the canonical space gives rise to artefacts during reanimation. The artefacts arise due to the inability of D to
1) maintain the rigidity of the head and 2) to model facial
expressions correctly.
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where, \protect \text  {3DMMDef}(\xbf )  is the value of the 3DMM deformation
field, \protect \hat  {\xbf } = (\hat {x},\hat {y},\hat {z}) is the closest point to (x,y,z) on the
mesh and \protect \text  {DistToMesh} = ||\xbf - \hat {\xbf }|| is the distance between
\mathbf {x} and \protect \hat  {\xbf }. The 3DMM deformation of any point on the mesh,
\protect \hat  {\xbf }, is given by the difference between its position in the
canonical space (i.e when the mesh had a zero head-pose
and neutral facial expression) and its current articulation, as
follows:

3DMMDef(x,̂ βexp, βpose)

exp (DistToMesh(x, y, z))

where, \protect \hat  {\xbf }_{\text {FLAME}(\mathbf {0}, \mathbf {0})} is the position of \mathbf {x} in the canonical space
and \protect \hat  {\xbf }_{\text {FLAME}(\beta _{\text {exp}}, \beta _{\text {pose}})} is its position with head pose and facial
expression parameters \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \beta _{\text {exp}}, \beta _{\text {pose}}\}.
The RigNeRF deformation field can now be defined as
the sum of the 3DMM deformation field and the residual
predicted by D, as follows

Figure 3. The 3DMM deformation field. The 3DMM deformation field at any point in space, \mathbf {x}, is equal to the deformation of
its closest neighbor on the mesh, \protect \hat  {\xbf }, weighted by the inverse of the
exponential of the distance between \mathbf {x} and \protect \hat  {\xbf }.

(4)

where, \protect \hat  {D}(\xbf ) is the value of the RigNeRF deformation
In order to fix this and ensure RigNeRF is able to hanfield at \mathbf {x}, \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \gammabf _{a}, \gammabf _{b}\} is the positional embedding on \mathbf {x} and
dle both rigid deformations due to head-pose changes and
\protect \text  {3DMMDef}(\xbf ,...) respectively and \omega _{i} is the deformation em  \scalebox {0.85}{$\BODY $} 
non-rigid deformations due to changes
in facial expressions,
bedding for current frame. We use \omega _{i} to model deformations
we use a deformation field prior derived using the 3DMM.
that cannot be accounted for by head-pose and expression
For expression and head-pose parameters, \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \beta _{\text {exp}}, \beta _{\text {pose}}\}, the
changes. Experimentally, we find that conditioning D divalue of the 3DMM deformation field at any point
rectly on the expression and pose parameters, \ifmmode \lbrace \else \textbraceleft \fi \beta _{\text {i,exp}}, \beta _{\text {i,pose}}\},
\mathbf {x}= (x,y,z)
is:
leads to overfitting and poor generalization. This is likely
(2)

due to the high dimensionality of the code (59), that makes it
prone to overfitting. Instead, we condition D on the 3DMM
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deformation of the point \mathbf {x}, \protect \text  {3DMMDef}(\xbf , \beta _{\text {i,exp}}, \beta _{\text {i,pose}}).
Since \protect \text  {3DMMDef}(\xbf , \beta _{\text {i,exp}}, \beta _{\text {i,pose}}) \in \mathbb {R}^{3} , it is itself relatively
low dimensional, and it can be pushed into higher dimensions by adjusting the number of frequencies of its positional
embedding, \pmb {\gamma }_{b} . We find that using b = 2 frequencies in
\pmb {\gamma }_{b} for the 3DMM deformation, \protect \text  {3DMMDef}(\xbf , \beta _{\text {i,exp}}, \beta _{\text {i,pose}}),
works the best. In Fig 4, we show renders of both the output
of D and the RigNeRF deformation field, \protect \hat  {D}, as described
in Eq. (4). In Fig 4(c), we see that D generates the accurate
deformation around the glasses, which the 3DMM deformation cannot do, for both head-poses. In Fig 4(d), we see that
the \protect \hat  {D} is only concentrated on the head as it should be.

(a) Render

(b) Depth

(c)

(d)

4. Results
In this section, we show results of head-pose control,
facial expression control, and novel view synthesis using
RigNeRF. For each scene, the model is trained on a short
portrait video captured using a consumer smartphone.
Baseline approaches. To the best of our knowledge, RigNeRF is the first method that enables dynamic control of
head-pose, facial expressions along with the ability to synthesize novel views of full portrait scenes. Thus, there is
no existing work for an apple-to-apple comparison. We
qualitatively and quantitatively compare our method to three
other methods that perform closely related tasks: (1) HyperNeRF [36]: a state-of-the-art method using NeRFs for
novel view synthesis of dynamic portrait scenes, without any
control (2) NerFACE [12], a state-of-the-art method using
NeRF for face dynamics control without modeling camera
viewpoint and the entire scene, and (3) First Order Motion
Model (FOMM) [44], a general-purpose image reanimation
pipeline.
When generating renanimation videos, RigNeRF, HyperNeRF [36] and NerFACE [12] require an appearance code
for rendering; we use the appearance code of the first frame
here. Similarly, RigNeRF and Nerfies [35] require a deformation code and we use the deformation code from the first
frame. Full videos of the reanimation can be found in the
supplementary material. We strongly urge the readers to
refer to the videos to evaluate the quality of the results.

Figure 4. Visualize learnt depth and deformation in RigNeRF.
Here we show the depth, the magnitude of the output of the Deformation MLP D, and magnitude of the \protect \hat  {D} i.e the sum of the 3DMM
Deformation and D. In (b), we can see that despite large changes
in head-pose, the depth remains consistent. Next, in (c), we see D
generates a deformation around the glasses for both poses so that it
can be accurately deformed along with the head. Finally, in the last
Training Data Capture and Training details. The train\protect \hat  {D} is only concentrated on the head.
column we see how  \scalebox {0.85}{$\BODY $} 

3.3. 3DMM-conditioned Appearance
In order to accurately model expression and head-pose
based textures, such as teeth, we condition F on both
expression and head-pose parameters and on features extracted from the penultimate layer of the deformation MLP
D(\gammabf _{a}(\xbf ),...). We find that using these features as input
improves the overall quality of the render, please check the
supplementary for details. Thus, once a point \mathbf {x} has been
deformed to its location in the canonical space, \mathbf {x}_{\text {can}} , using
Eq. (4), its color is calculated as follows:

(5)
where, \protect \mathbf  {d} is the viewing direction, \pmb {\gamma }_{c}, \gammabf _{d} is the positional
embedding on \mathbf {x}_{\text {can}} and \protect \mathbf  {d}, and D_{F,i}(\xbfcan ) are features from
the penultimate layer of the deformation MLP D(\gammabf _{a}(\xbf ),...).
The pixel color for p is then calculated using volume rendering and parameters of RigNeRF are minimized w.r.t to
the ground truth color of p. The full architecture is shown in
Fig 2.

ing and validation data was captured using an iPhone XR or
iPhone 12 for all the experiments in the paper. In the first half
of the capture, we ask the subject to enact a wide range of
expressions and speech while trying to keep their head still
as the camera is panned around them. In the next half, the
camera is fixed at head-level and the subject is asked to rotate
their head as they enact a wide range of expressions. Camera
parameters are calculated using COLMAP [41]. We calculate the expression and shape parameters of each frame in
the videos using DECA [11] and further optimize them using
via standard landmark fitting using the landmarks predicted
by [16] and camera parameters given by COLMAP [41]. All
training videos are between 40-70 seconds long (\sim  12002100 frames). Due to compute restrictions, the video is
down-sampled and the models are trained at 256x256 resolution. We use coarse-to-fine and vertex deformation regularization [35] to train the deformation network D(\xbf , \omega _{i}).
Please find full details of each experiment in the supplementary.

4.1. Evaluation on Test Data
We evaluate RigNeRF, HyperNeRF [36], NerFACE [12]
and FOMM [44] on held out images on the captured video
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Source
Image
RigNeRF
HyperNeRF
NerFACE

(b) Varying expression, pose and view

(a) Fixed view with varying expression and pose

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison by reanimation with novel facial expression, head-pose, and camera view parameters. Here we
reanimate RigNeRF, HyperNeRF [36] and NerFACE [12] using facial expression and head-pose derived from source images (top-row).
We observe that while HyperNeRF [36] is able to generate realistic looking images of a portrait, it is unable to control head pose or facial
expression in the result. On the other hand, NerFACE [12] attempts to render the correct pose and expression, but is unable to generate
plausible face regions. Since, NerFACE [12] lacks an explicit deformation module it is unable to model deformation due to head-pose and
facial expression changes. In contrast, our approach RigNeRF can effectively control the head pose, facial expression, and camera view,
generating high quality facial appearance.
Subject 1
Models
RigNeRF (Ours)
HyperNeRF [36]
NerFACE [13]
FOMM [44]

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 4

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

29.55
24.58
24.2
11.45

0.136
0.22
0.217
0.432

9.6e-5
8.14e-4
7.84e-4
7.65e-3

29.36
22.55
24.57
12.7

0.102
0.1546
0.174
0.582

1e-4
9.48e-4
6.7e-4
6.31e-3

28.39
19.29
28.00
10.17

0.109
0.26
0.1292
0.601

8e-5
2.74e-3
1.2e-4
1.7e-2

27.0
21.19
28.47
11.17

0.092
0.182
0.134
0.529

2.3e-4
1.58e-3
2.7e-4
6.8e-3

Table 1. Quantitative results of Subject 1,2,3 and 4 on test data. Our results are better than HyperNeRF [36], NerFACE [12] and FOMM [44]
on most metrics across all subjects.

sequences. We use the camera view, pose and expression
parameters of these images. Since RigNeRF and HyperNeRF [36] use a per-frame deformation \omega _{i} , we can’t use the
first frame (which is what we use as default for reanimation)
to perform a direct comparison with the ground truth image as it may have a different deformation to the canonical
space than the first frame. Therefore, we first optimize for
the deformation code, \omega _{v} , of a given validation image by
minimizing rendering error wrt that frame as follows:
  \omega _{v} = \underset {\omega }{\text {min}} || C_{p}(\omega ; {\xbf }, \mathbf {d}, \theta , \phi _{0}, \beta _{\text {i,exp}}, \beta _{\text {i,pose}}) - C_{p}^{GT} || \label {eq:def_opt}  (6)
where, C_{p}(\omega ; {\xbf }, \mathbf {d}, \theta , \phi _{0}) is the predicted color at pixel p
generated using Eq. (5) and volume-rendering , \phi _{0} is the
appearance code of the first frame, \theta  are the parameters of
F as defined in Eq. (5) and C_{p}^{GT} is the ground-truth pixel

value. Note, we only optimize \omega , all other parameters of the
radiance field are kept fixed. We optimize Eq. (6) for 200
epochs which we observe to be more than enough to find
the loss plateau. Once the optimization finishes, we report
the final MSE, PSNR, LPIPS and Face MSE i.e the MSE
only over the face region. We use no such optimization with
NerFACE [12] since it does not have a deformation module
and on FOMM [44] since it is a image-based method.
As can be seen in Table 1, our method outperforms HyperNeRF [36], NerFACE [12] and FOMM [44] on held-out
test images. RigNeRF, HyperNeRF [36] and NerFACE [12]
are trained on dynamic portrait videos with changing headpose and facial expressions, HyperNeRF [36], lacking any
head-pose and facial expression control, is unable to generate
the head-poses and facial expressions seen in the held-out
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(a) Image-driven Reanimation

(b) Novel-View Synthesis

(c) 3DMM-based control of 3D Portraits

Figure 6. Applications of RigNeRF. RigNeRF allows for full control head-pose, facial expressions and viewing direction of 3D portrait
scenes. This enables application like (a) Image-driven Reanimation, (b) Novel View Synthesis and (c) 3DMM-based control of 3D Portraits.
In (a)-top row, we show images of “driving sequences” from which we extract pose and expression parameters; the results from 4 subjects
are shown in (a)-bottom where we synthesize realistic portrait frames that closely matches the driving pose and expression. We show in (b) a
set of view synthesis results where we fix the head pose and facial expression, rendering results with varying camera positions, in which we
show high-quality results with dramatic view changes. In (c), we demonstrate the application of controlling the portrait appearance with
explicit 3DMM parameters. Within each row, (c)-column 1 and (c)-column 2 have the same pose but different expressions; (c)-column 2 and
(c)-column 3 have the different poses but share the same expression. The inset shows the input 3DMM pose and expression, both of which
are faithfully rendered in the corresponding results. Please find more results in the supplemental document and video.

test set. Even as we optimized the deformation code of
HyperNeRF [36], we found it hard to fit the unseen test
images. NerFACE [12], on the other hand, lacking a deformation module, therefore is unable to model the dynamism
of head-pose changes solely by concatenating pose and expression parameters as input the NeRF MLP. As a result, NerFACE [12] generates significant artefacts on the face regions
(see the third row of Fig 5(a) and Fig 5(b)). FOMM [44], being an image based method, is unable to model novel views.
Qualitative results of FOMM [44] can be found in the supplementary. In contrast to other methods, RigNeRF, thanks
to the use of a 3DMM-guided deformation module, is able to
model head-pose, facial expressions and the full 3D portrait
scene with high fidelity, thus giving better reconstructions
with sharp details.

4.2. Reanimation with pose and expression control
In this section we show results of reanimating a portrait video using both RigNeRF, HyperNeRF [36] and Ner-

FACE [12] using expression and head-pose parameters as
the driving parameters. Per-frame expression and headpose parameters from the driving video are extracted using
DECA [11]+Landmark fitting [16] and are given as input to
RigNeRF in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Since HyperNeRF [36]
does not take as input head-pose or expression parameters,
it’s forward pass remains unchanged.
First, in Fig 5(a) we show the results of changing headpose and expression using a driving video while keeping
view constant. As one can see, RigNeRF captures the driving
head-pose and facial expressions with high fidelity without
compromising the reconstruction of the entire 3D scene. In
contrast, we see that HyperNeRF [36] is unable to change
facial expressions or head-pose due to the lack of controls,
while NerFACE [12] generates significant artefacts on the
face, especially when head-pose is changed. In Fig 5(b), we
show the results of novel view synthesis along with changing
head-pose and facial expressions. Again, we see that RigNeRF reanimates the subject with the accurate head-pose and
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Subject 1
Source
Image

Models
RigNeRF (Ours)
HyperNeRF+Exp

Subject 2

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

PSNR ↑

LPIPS ↓

FaceMSE ↓

29.55
31.3

0.136
0.161

9.6e-5
1.3e-4

29.36
30

0.102
0.116

1e-4
1.9e-4

HyperNeRF+E/P

RigNeRF

Table 2. Quantitative comparison between RigNeRF and HyperNeRF+E/P. We see that RigNeRF generates better reconstruction
of the face with lower perceptual distance to the ground-truth as
compared to HyperNeRF+E/P.

Figure 7. A qualitative comparison between RigNeRF and HyperNeRF+E/P. Here we show a qualitative comparison between
RigNeRF and HyperNeRF+E/P when reanimated using source images. We see that HyperNeRF+E/P generates many artefacts during
reanimation due to its inability to model deformations correctly.
In constrast, RigNeRF generates realistic reanimations with high
fidelity to both the head-pose and facial expressions.

eRF is able to generate better reconstructions of the face and
generates images that are perceptually closer to the ground
truth, as measured by LPIPS [54], than those generated by
HyperNeRF+E/P. In Fig 7 we show a qualitative comparison when both methods are reanimated using source images,
where the head-pose and expression significantly differ from
the training set. As can be seen, while HyperNeRF+E/P is
able to turn the head, it is unable to do so rigidly (see row 3,
column 2 and row 3, column 4 of Fig 7). Further, it is also
unable to model facial expressions accurately and generates
artefacts on the face region. This further demonstrates the
benefit of our 3DMM-guided deformation learning.

5. Limitations and Conclusion
facial expressions and is able to do so regardless of viewing
direction and without compromising the reconstruction of
Our method has certain limitations. First, it is subject
the background 3D scene. Again, HyperNeRF is unable to
specific and trains an individual model for each scene. Due
change the head-pose and facial expressions due to the aforeto the need to capture sufficient expression and head-pose
mentioned reason while NerFACE [12] generates significant
variations for training, out method currently requires a trainartefacts during reanimation.
ing sequences ranging from 40-70 seconds. Additionally,
In Fig 6, we show more qualitative results of RigNeRF.
like all other NeRF-based methods, the quality of cameraWe use three different applications of RigNeRF to demonregistration affects the quality of the results. Being a method
strate its flexibility and full controllability of a portrait scene.
that allows photorealistic facial reanimation, RigNeRF may
In Fig 6-(a), we show additional results of image-driven
have potentially negative societal impact if misused. We
animation. The result frames (Fig 6-(a)-bottom) closely rediscuss this further in the supplementary.
produce the head pose and facial expression shown in the
In conclusion, we present RigNeRF, a volumetric neural
driving frames (Fig 6-(a)-top). In Fig 6-(b), we show results
rendering model for fully controllable human portraits. Once
of varying camera views while fixing (an arbitrary) facial
trained, it allows full control of head-pose, facial expression,
expression and head pose. We demonstrate
robust view syn  \scalebox {0.85}{$\BODY $} 
and viewing direction. In order to ensure generalization
thesis performance with dramatic view changes. In Fig 6-(c),
to novel head-pose and facial expression we use 3DMMwe show that RigNeRF can take user-specified 3DMM paguided deformation field. This deformation field allows us
rameters as input to generate high-quality portrait images:
to effectively model and control both the rigid deformations
each frame faithfully reproduces the face and expression
caused by head-pose change and non-rigid deformations of
provided by a set of 3DMM parameters shown in the inset.
changes in facial expressions. Training with a short portrait
video,
RigNeRF enables applications includes image-based
4.3. Comparison with HyperNeRF+E/P
face reanimation, portrait novel-view synthesis, and 3DMMIn this section we compare against HyperNeRF [36] with
based control of 3D portraits.
added pose and expression control, which we named HyperNeRF+E/P. The forward pass of this model is as follows
6. Acknowledgements
(7)
where, H is the ambient MLP and \protect \textbf  {w} are the ambient coordinates [36]. In Table 2, we show a quantitative comparison
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